
Here is a summary of the ratings given to your project. You can use it to improve your future projects, both at school and at the Science 

Fair. Some items did not apply to your project and the judge has left those blank. Remember that different judges can suggest different

ways in which your project can be improved, this would be quite normal, since no two people ever have exactly the same ideas. We look

forward to seeing you again next year with an even better project.

Display or Innovation: Scientific Thought
(E = excellent, G = good, N = needs improvement) E G N

1. Purpose / Definition of exhibit clearly stated

2. Scientific / Technical Relevance

3. Scientific Principle(s) described and or demonstrated

4. Quality of Static or working model

5. Information: variety, depth, accuracy

6. Degree of difficulty

OR

Study or Experiment: Scientific Thought
NOTE: More credit is given for a genuine study actually

performed by the student than for a demonstration or synopsis

of existing information. Better still is an experiment, which

presents a hypothesis and than tests it empirically.

1. Objective clearly stated

2. Plan or design clear

3. Variables recognised and controlled

4. Experimental error and or limitations of study recognised

5. Data manipulated and summarized

6. Conclusions stated clearly

7. Conclusions valid

8. Degree of difficulty

Originality

1. Topic

2. sources of information

3. (For Study or Experiment): procedures, techniques, design

4. Use of equipment and or display materials

Understanding

1. Presentation clear, concise, confident

2. Questions answered adequately

3. Appropriate scientific vocabulary

4. Understanding of topic and related topics

Exhibit

1. Layout logical / self-explanatory

2. Concise presentation

3. effective use of materials

4. Neatness

5. Dramatic value
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